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2006 saw PUM successfully 

collaborate with the BiD 

Challenge. The ‘Business 

 in Development (BiD) 

Challenge’, is an international 

business plan competition  

for companies in developing 

nations. a number of PUM 

volunteers acted as screeners 

and coaches. One of the  

2006 winners was a company 

coached by PUM expert 

Martien Beek.

The 2007 edition of the BiD 

Challenge has more to offer 

both PUM experts and com-

panies seeking advice. in  

addition to new businesses, 

this year’s competition  

will also allow established 

companies to take part. as  

a result, the competition  

will be more reflective of the 

criteria applied by PUM in 

assessing applications.

In addition to (start-up) 

capital, the winners of the 

BiD Challenge are granted 

access to an international 

network of investors, 

Dutch Ministry of Eco-

nomic Affairs’ Emerging 

What makes us effective

Markets Cooperation 

Programme.

The Mongolian compa-

nies (six in all) visited 

the Netherlands in the 

wake of PUM’s Business 

Link Programme. The 

registration, reporting and 

monitoring system.”

Amongst other 

recommendations, niB 

suggested 

PUM 

could 

further improve its efficacy 

by presenting the know-

ledge and experience of its 

experts in a more effective 

manner. For some time 

now, the organisation has 

been considering a new 

format for its CVs, in an 

effort to establish which 

information is and is 

not important to 

those applying 

for its 

consul-

tancy services. 

Over the course 

of 2007, experts 

will most likely 

be provided 

with the means 

of updating 

their own CV 

via the website.

companies had previ-

ously received advice 

from PUM experts and 

are currently seeking 

out potential opportu-

nities for international 

trade. Maarten van der 

Schaft, PUM’s country 

coordinator for Mongo-

lia, approached Dutch 

companies with poten-

tial as trading partners 

for the Mongolian 

businesses. 

Over the course of last 

year, PUM realised 36 

projects in Mongolia.

businesses and organisati-

ons. They also receive the 

personal supervision of 

coaches from the Dutch 

business world to help 

them develop their opera-

ting plan. These experts are 

also deployed as ‘screeners’, 

charged with the assess-

ment of operating plans. 

For more information, visit 

www.bidnetwork.org or 

contact Kirsten Boersbroek: 

kirsten.boersbroek@

bidnetwork.org.

Start-up capital and net work for winners

Mongolian and Dutch 
businessmen meet
More than seventy 

interested representa-

tives from companies 

in Mongolia and the 

Netherlands atten-

ded the introductory 

conference on doing 

business in the Asian 

country at PUM’s head 

office on Monday 23 

October. The confe-

rence was organised in 

collaboration with the 

order to gauge the effec-

tiveness of their consultancy 

services. The responses were 

generally positive.

The study evaluated the 

period between 2001 and 

2005. PUM, the evaluators 

concluded, has become an 

effective and efficient orga-

nisation. “The staff volunteers 

work in a professional 

manner, and the organisa-

tion maintains an effective 

“PUM is a relevant program-

me in line with the policy 

aims of the sponsoring 

ministries.” This was the 

outcome of a recent evalua-

tion commissioned by the 

ministries of Development 

Cooperation and Economic 

affairs. Researchers from the 

niB Consult agency 

interviewed a range of 

companies around the 

world that have received 

assistance from PUM in 

32

Over the past 25 years, i have worked in many developing countries. This often 

meant staying in these countries for much longer than the duration of an average 

holiday, while maintaining the sort of work-related contacts i would previously 

have done at home. i witnessed firsthand how essential small and medium sized 

businesses are in the development of a country. it is these companies, after all, that 

create the greatest amount of sustainable jobs. ideally, such jobs can offer millions 

of people the perspective of an income and the chance of decent housing, food 

on the table, healthcare and the education of their children. 

What can we - as PUM – do to help these companies grow and become more 

successful? Well over 4,000 Dutch entrepreneurs, managers and specialists are keen 

to help create opportunities in developing countries and emerging markets. They 

have applied as volunteers to PUM, the organisation for Dutch senior experts. This 

edition contains more information on PUM and our approach.

Our experts have earned their stripes in all sectors of the Dutch economy. Many of 

them have recently retired or sold their companies and are now prepared to share their 

experience and knowledge with fellow-entrepreneurs in developing countries at no cost. 

PUM deploys these volunteers to companies that have requested their assistan-

ce. Over the course of one or more multiple-week visits, they work to help the busi-

ness improve its production methods, adapt its organisation, draw up a marketing 

or business plan or submit an application for bank financing. if necessary, they can 

help the company make contacts with Dutch businesses in the same sector.

In addition to content-based expertise, PUM can also offer companies a net-

work of contacts. PUM acts as an intermediary between companies in the nether-

lands and businesses in the 80 countries in which we are active. PUM certainly has 

its work cut out in the coming years. We will continue to fulfil our mission: lending 

a helping hand by investing in people’s future around the world. 

Thijs van Praag

Chief Executive Officer 

            

Thijs van Praag:

‘PUM works
That motivates me’

How PUM works
PUM has been a leading player in the area of 

international development since 1978. Our volunteer 

experts work in 80 countries in africa, asia, Latin 

america and Eastern Europe. Projects are conducted 

on a short-term basis, generally lasting between two 

and three weeks. This is generally sufficient time to 

provide the foreign entrepreneur with enough advice 

to move further. Follow-up projects can be set up to 

further supervise the optimisation process if necessary.

A project gets underway when a company within 

PUM’s area of activity sends in an application via the 

PUM website. Companies can apply either directly, or 

with the assistance of a local representative. The appli-

cation will be subjected to a brief standard check, after 

which a suitable expert will be sought out from the 

database of four thousand volunteers. in most cases, 

the applicant will receive an answer within two weeks.

 

If the suggested expert and the applicant 

company both feel they can work together to solve 

the company’s problems, the PUM expert will get on 

a plane. The starting point for the entire project is the 

entrepreneur’s self-reliance. The entrepreneur, after all, 

has built up his or her company and knows the local 

situation better than anyone else. Whether and in 

which manner the PUM expert’s advice is then applied 

is all up to the applicant. 

With experienced entre-
preneurs who are detached 
abroad on a voluntary basis, 
PUM helps small and  
medium-sized businesses 
in over 80 countries outside 
the EU.

NIB Consult was also 

positive with regards to 

the contacts between 

companies in the nether-

lands and abroad esta-

blished in the wake of a 

PUM consultancy effort. 

With the help of PUM, its 

experts lay the basis for 

some three-hundred 

such contacts every year. 

in actuality, this number 

is far higher, as the 

experts also make 

contacts independently 

of the organisational 

framework.

Thijs van Praag (56) 

became managing 

director of PUM on  

01 February 2007, 

coming from the 

position of director of 

nEDECO, an associa-

tion of engineering 

firms. Before that, he 

worked for over 20 

years as consultant and 

as director-owner of 

various consultancies.



Having done his work as an on-site expert, 

Dominicus also arranged for several staff members 

to receive training at renowned Dutch and german 

trade schools and visit major Dutch chocolate and 

confectionary factories. This in turn brought Para -Ti 

in contact with companies interested in selling ma-

chines that had become less current for the European 

market due to upscaling but were still highly suitable 

for Bolivia.

In Solares’ view, this is precisely the strength of the 

PUM formula: “in addition to content-based expertise, 

an expert also brings along a network of contacts. 

experts

PUM has been active in Bolivia since 2000. The 

organisation has three local representatives: one  

in de La Paz, one in Cochabamba and one in Santa 

Cruz de la Sierra. For years, the number of projects 

was somewhere between ten and fifteen. 2006  

saw a significant expansion to a total of 24 projects. 

Most of these were in the agricultural sector and 

metal industry. PUM categorises chocolate factories 

– like bakeries – in the agro industry & Food 

processing sector. Between 350 and 400 projects  

are conducted in this sector every year.

400 agricultural projects worldwide

now, i can import some of the consumables i need 

directly from Europe. Experts also look further than 

production alone. Dominicus advised me to involve 

my staff more in the company. now, we all go out to 

dinner together once a month and i tell them about 

the past month and our results. Many of them really 

appreciate that.”

“I’m rather proud of what i’ve built up here. not 

just through the efforts of my staff, but thanks to 

the help of PUM. i invited gerard Dominicus to the 

opening of the new factory in the summer of 2006. it 

felt like we’d achieved it all together”. 

in his office, gaston Solares tells of his first contacts 

with PUM: “in the early nineties, i decided to make the 

switch from brewing beer to making chocolate, and 

bought a little chocolate factory not far from here. i 

soon ran into a number of problems. i heard about 

PUM at a meeting at the local Chamber of Commerce. 

i filed an application, and within a month i got a visit 

from one of their experts: gerard Dominicus. He went 

straight to the shopfloor.”

Solares is still enthusiastic about the working 

methods applied by ‘his’ expert: “What really made an 

impression was his practical approach. For example, 

the female employees would stir the fondant mix  

with a little spatula. This was such hard work that  

Dominicus came up with the idea of buying a big 

paddle, so that they could at least stir with two hands. 

in doing so, he also enriched the local jargon with a 

Dutch word: peddèl.”

“The consultant also developed a new product: 

ViP-bonbons. i import marshmallow bananas from 

Chili, and the broken ones used to end up in the  

garbage bin. The PUM expert suggested that we  

cook these and use the foamy mass as filling for 

bonbons.” 

It’s been a while now since he called in PUM’s assistance, but 
Gaston Solares Avila is still impassioned when he talks about 
the projects PUM conducted at his company: Bolivian choco-
late factory ‘Para Ti’ (For You) in the Bolivian city of Sucre. Small 
wonder: last year saw a brand new factory taken into use. And 
turnover? That’s been rising substantially every year since. 

gerard Dominicus enriches  
Bolivian chocolate company with ‘peddèl’

‘The practical 
approach really

stands out’

4 5

Gaston Solares Avila: “Besides technical know-how, an expert 

also brings with him a network of contacts”.

Factory personnel more 

involved in company  

after advice by Gerard 

Dominicus.



experts

Good entrepreneurship in a supportive environment

Friends in the Netherlands 
help companies make headway
In some cases, who you know is more important than what 
you know. In an increasing number of cases, PUM experts 
feel it would be productive if representatives from the  
companies they assist could establish business contacts  
in the Netherlands. 

They then call in the assis-

tance of the PUM Business 

Link Programme (BLP). 

The applicant’s operating 

results can also improve 

by allowing talented staff 

members to further 

develop their knowledge 

and skills. These employ-

ees may then be invited 

to attend a traineeship in 

the netherlands. 

BLP projects are in-

tended to generate trade 

relations or joint ventures. 

They are initiated for a 

variety of reasons: from 

the purchase of medical 

equipment, paper and 

printing presses in the 

netherlands to the export 

of ladies’ scarves, sanitary 

installations and green-

houses. Business Links is 

intended to get com-

panies doing business 

with one another without 

Companies develop best in an environment that 

is friendly to entrepreneurs. The Netherlands have 

gained much experience with strategy aimed at  

stimulating entrepreneurship. Chambers of  

commerce, employers’ associations and research  

institutions are available to support this process.  

Such a structure does not yet exist in many of the 

countries in which PUM is active. Together, PUM  

and the Netherlands employers’ organisation  

VNO-NCW support employers’ associations in  

developing countries. Assistance is given in areas 

such as developing relationships with members, 

negotiating on behalf of the sector, media policy  

and the organisation of an effective secretariat.

expertise

any further intervention 

from PUM.

A tailor-made  
training programme in  

the netherlands is a wel-

come supplement to 

deployment. PUM trai-

ning programmes are 

popular with our clients, 

who can use their stay in 

the netherlands to gain 

knowledge of new tech-

nologies, as well as tech-

niques in management, 

marketing and internal 

organisation. One pre-

requisite is that these 

methods can be put to 

good use ‘at home’ and  

are not available there. 

The visitor is supervi-

sed by the same PUM 

expert who conducted 

the mission. This expert 

will also draw up the 

training programme. 

as a former entrepreneur, i know all too well what it takes to set up a business. 

One must take risks, apply creativity and see opportunities where others do not. 

These aspects are all part of the game. in developing countries, setting up a 

business is often the only way of creating a future for yourself and your family. This 

sort of economic activity is vital to the future of local economies. They form the 

driving force on the road to economic growth and a good standard of living for 

larger sections of the population. 

Entrepreneurship requires courage, and it can be enormously helpful to have 

knowledgeable people from another country invest their knowledge and 

expertise in your company. The experts at PUM have been doing just that for 

many years, without expecting any payment in return. Working in collaboration 

with people in numerous countries, they help develop new products and services. 

in doing so, they contribute to the development of a healthy market economy in 

the developing nations. They also make business contacts that can provide 

benefits in the netherlands at a later stage. This is why PUM provides invaluable 

support in building a solid private sector and a better-equipped governments in 

all those countries where the programme is in operation. 

i will continue to work for this cause with great enthusiasm in the future.

Mr B.E.M. Wientjes

Chairman of VNO-NCW employers’ organisation

99 Training courses

132Business Links 

Training courses and 
business links in 2006

In numbers. Total: 231.

per regio

top10

followup

training en bl

Top 10 projects carried out  
in 2006 

Numbers per sector.

per regio

top10

followup

training en bl

423Agriculture

296 Agro industry/ 
food processing

237 Hotels/ 
catering/  
tourism

164
Metal industry

Chemical industry
119

120

Accountancy/
Management/
Automation

Timber & timber 
processing industry

96

Building  
& engineering 90

Healthcare 82

Energy & 
water 75

PUM expects more 
projects in 2007
The year 2006 closed with a record number of projects: 

2213. 2007 is expected to see yet more growth, albeit of 

a more modest kind. “Quality comes before quantity”, as 

PUM’s new CEO Thijs van Praag put it in February. in 

order top ensure further growth in terms of both 

numbers and quality, the organisation is set to undergo 

a number of changes.

The demand for the senior-experts has been consistent, 

even in areas where PUM is not active. That is why our 

area of operation is to be expanded further this year, in 

territories including africa. The number of country 

coordinators and local representatives is also set to 

grow. This will help further refine the PUM network. The 

fact that PUM’s status as a reliable partner is not only 

appreciated overseas was confirmed by the recent 

increase of its budget by the Dutch government.

The future

Completed and new  
projects in 2006

In numbers. Total: 2238.

1703 New

per regio

top10

followup

training en bl

535Follow-Up

76
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Marketing man arie de Boer helps 
change way of thinking in Kenya

Research must
get to know 
its markets

What is crucial to KIRDI, an institute in Nairobi (Kenya) that carries out research and 
development work in small & medium-sized enterprises? Such an institute must of 
course know what the market requires. It must have a keen sense of what entre-
preneurs need. In fact, KIRDI must itself function as a private business. A PUM 
expert took the first step towards a marketing plan and started staff training.

Professor Tom Ogada calls it a ‘ fundamental change in 

thinking’. The director of the institute understands that 

his employees have difficulty in adapting to this 

completely different approach to their work. “and yet it 

has to happen”, he says resolutely. “We need to identify 

the true needs of our customers and then adjust our 

services accordingly.”

KIRDI finds itself at a crossroads. The institute has long 

been active in research and consultancy for traditional 

industrial sectors such as foodstuffs, leather and textile, 

ceramics, energy and engineering. in specialised 

laboratories, extensive analytical work is carried out on 

quality control and the development of new industrial 

processes. But still, the climate within KiRDi is typical of a 

government body, characterised by bureaucracy. affinity 

with the market was poorly developed. in the meantime, 

new commercial players have entered the market for this 

type of support to businesses in Kenya, effectively 

competing with KiRDi.

“The environment in which we now operate has 

changed dramatically”, says Ogada. “High time for us to 

adapt. We have to introduce the culture of the entre-

preneur, the party who calls upon our services, down to 

the very fibres of our institute.” an earlier contact with the 

expertise of PUM had left him with good memories. That 

prompted Ogada to apply for help with the development 

of a marketing strategy for KiRDi. also, he expressed the 

need for a crash course in marketing skills for a number  

of selected groups of employees.

Arie de Boer, a Dutch expert in marketing planning 

and coaching of international companies, came to 

“Marketing is little 

more than well-orga-

nised common sense.” 

PUM expert Arie de 

Boer likes to keep 

things simple. Working 

from that principle, he 

has spent half his life 

supervising processes 

in the complicated 

world of marketing 

consultancy.

He has gained years  

of experience in all 

corners of the world by 

assisting international 

companies in strategic 

planning and the 

coaching of employ-

ees. The application 

received by PUM from 

the Kenya Industrial 

Research and 

Development Institute 

(KIRDI) was a perfect 

match for his expertise. 

“I have tried to show 

the people of the 

institute how to adopt 

a disciplined and 

structural view of the 

marker parties for 

which they are 

working”.

Asked at the end of  

his stay in Nairobi to 

evaluate his period 

with the KIRDI teams, 

PUM expert Arie de 

Boer was not 

dissatisfied. “I have  

the feeling that the 

institute is giving 

serious attention to  

the question of how  

to respond to future 

demands made by the 

market. Now I hope 

that my trainees can 

use those ideas and 

methods on change 

within the culture of 

their own work. I will 

be giving them a 

regular reminders from 

the Netherlands.”

commercial employees of the institute. De Boer 

remained true to his personal, tried & tested style of 

clear instruction in a playful form. in an entertaining 

manner, he led his audience through the modern 

principles of strategic marketing and communica-

tion. a couple of his recommendations: “Make an 

analysis of the type of customer. Then look at the 

nature of the service that could be of interest to the 

customer, and how the institute can provide that 

service. Work together with market parties in a 

targeted manner. information about the market is 

vitally important”, according to De Boer. Trainees 

performed teamwork in short workshops, a practical 

means of raising their understanding of the future 

customers of the organisation.

KIRDI director Tom Ogada believes that his 

institute must sharpen its focus on the customer on 

the future. He says: “Fact is, our research work can only 

be successful if it is also used in practice. PUM expert 

arie de Boer knows how to get that message across 

to my people.”

KIRDI in Nairobi in Nairobi carries out research and develop-

ment work for some 200 small & medium sized businesses. The 

institute has specialised laboratories and a workforce of 220.

Marketing man Arie  

de Boer (65) can look 

back on a diverse 

career as manager in 

the world of shipping, 

the oil industry and as 

independent marke-

ting consultant. He has 

carried out six projects 

for PUM since 2000.

nairobi in March 2007 for a 2-week stay. Within days, 

he was a well-known figure in all the various buildings 

of KiRDi. During that period, he ran a tightly packed 

programme consisting of three-day training courses 

for management, secretaries, engineers and the 

applicant 
and expert



PUM’s sectors 

(With number of experts  

per sector)

 accountancy/

management/

automation (668)

 agro industry/food 

processing (463)

 Banking/financing/

licensing (173)

 Building & engineering 

(434)

 Chemical industry (354)

 Printing industry (134)

 Electro-technical 

industry (299)

 Energy & water (326)

 Healthcare (340)

 Retail industry (185)

 Hotels/catering/ 

tourism (223)

 Timber & timber 

processing industry (82)

 Clothing industry (58)

 agriculture (646)

 Leather industry (16)

 Metal industry (449)

 Environment (209)

 Minerals and derived 

products (90)

 government services (600)

 Other industries (66)

 Paper and paper 

products (57)

 Personnel policy/human 

resources (407)

 Footwear (12)

 Textile industry (70)

 Transport and logistics 

(337)

 Employers federations (45)

 Other services (697)

latin america

afrika

Asia

europe

16%Hotels/ catering/  
tourism

6%
Metal industry

14%
Agro industry/ 
food processing

14% Agriculture

8% Accountancy/
Management/ 
Automatisering

42%Rest

Top 5 projects Africa
Number in 2006: 421.

latin america

afrika

Asia

europe

22%Agriculture

7%
Chemical industry

13% Agro industry/ 
food processing

8% Hotels/ catering/  
tourism

8% Metal industry

43%Rest

Top 5 projects Middle East  
& Central Asia

Number in 2006: 915.

PUM netherlands senior-experts: 

a world of
experience

PUM currently operates in around 80 countries in Latin America, 
Africa, Asia and Eastern Europe. PUM basically works in countries 
where the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Economic Affairs are 
active. Senior experts are also deployed to countries with which 
PUM maintains historic ties.
 

Examples of our various projects can be found on the internet: www.pum.nl/projects/project 

selection. The full list of countries in which PUM is active is also available on the internet, 

(www.pum.nl/countries) while the list of relevant sub-sectors can be found at www.pum.nl/

sectors. More information on PUM’s activities around the world is available in digital form via 

www.pum.nl/publications.

latin america

afrika

Asia

europe

19%Agriculture

5% Retail industrie

12%
Agro industry/ 
food processing

9% Hotels/ catering/  
tourism

7% Metal industry

48%Rest

Top 5 projects Central  
and Eastern Europe

Number in 2006: 624.

Top 5 projects Latin America
Number in 2006: 276.

latin america

afrika

Asia

europe

5%
Chemical industry

15% Agro industry/ 
food processing

12% Hotels/ catering/  
tourism

9% Metal industry
40%Rest

18%Agriculture

per regio

top10

followup

training en bl

Projects carried out in 2006
Number per region. Total: 2238.

624
Central and  
Eastern Europe

915Middle East 
& Central Asia

277Latin 
America

422
Africa

1110



Olive oil factories are only operational for a small part  

of the year, during the autumn olive harvest season. 

During that period, HTO, Tenouri’s company near 

Méknes, presses thousands of litres of liquid from the 

Moroccan olives. The factory hall, with its shiny stainless 

steel shredders, presses and separators, is filled with the 

smell of olives. During the productive months, this 

intermingles with the smell of warm plastic; the 

company makes its own plastic bottles.

HTO is one of the larger olive oil producers in 

Morocco. in business terms, in other words, things 

are going well. However, Tenouri was keen to get 

rid of the waste products created during the 

production process. a mixture of olive pulp, seeds 

and turbid water formed a sludge that – with some 

effort – could be turned into livestock feed at best. 

if nothing else, the entrepreneur wanted to find a 

way of extracting the dirty residual water, so that it 

could be discharged safely. PUM expert Bas van 

Drooge took a novel approach to the problem and 

came up with some highly original solutions.

Instead of looking at the black sludge as waste water,  

Van Drooge regarded it as mixture of useable raw materials. 

The first step was to use various sedimentation processes to 

separate oil, water and heavier particles during the process 

of making oil from the olives. The water released in the 

process is relatively clean. Tenouri then reuses this water  

in the factory. according to Van Drooge, the wastewater 

containing olive oil residues could be used in the same  

way as soy, serving as the basis for a tofu or cheese. 

“That solid organic waste can be converted into 

livestock feed was already known”, says Tenouri. “But olive 

seeds are hard and indigestible, and are dangerously sharp 

after being through the olive schredder. Van Drooge asked 

around, and soon found that the seeds do give off a great 

deal of energy when incinerated. an idea was born. The 

relatively heavy seeds can be separated from the other 

waste products in water. Do just that, Van Drooge advised, 

and press the seeds together into ‘firewood’.

At present, the plant is already separating seeds from 

the softer, organic waste. The shredded seeds are pressed 

into briquettes closely resembling little blocks of wood. “a 

little wood goes into them to make sure they catch alight, 

but once they’re lit, they burn even more effectively than 

wood blocks”, Tenouri explains contentedly. at present, 

the briquettes are mainly sold in Southern Europe, but the 

entrepreneur can also see potential in his home market.

The black, seedless sludge that remains is then fed 

into a 900 degree oven – fired on HTO’s own olive seeds. 

What remains is a dry mass, which can be easily transpor-

ted in trucks. “it smells a bit like roasted coffee”, Tenouri 

explains, holding a handful of dried pulp under his nose.

More original solutions

inventor Bas van Drooge turns waste into raw materials

Olive oil, livestock 
feed and briquettes

Gone are the days when entrepreneurs in developing countries 
such as Morocco could afford to adopt an ‘anything goes’ attitude; 
here too, more and more businesses are finding they will have to 
comply with legislation in the area of working conditions and 
environmental protection. Some Moroccan manufacturers are 
now seeking to take measures before they are forced to do so by 
the implementation of new laws. Following a visit from a PUM 
expert in 2006, olive oil manufacturer Abdelaziz Tenouri can now 
actually make money from his waste production.

applicant

1312

PUM has been active in 

Morocco since 1996. There 

are two representatives. 36 

projects were carried out in 

2006, most of which in the 

agricultural and food 

preparation sectors.

The olive oil factory in 

Morocco.

PUM expert Bas  

van Drooge (62) 

registered with PUM 

in 2004. He has been 

sent abroad nine 

times since then. 

Formally a chemical 

engineer, Van Drooge 

considers himself an 

inventor.



Laming came to PUM soon after his retirement. “My work 

has always been my passion. When i stopped working,  

i wanted to find a way of continuing to do what i love”,  

he explains, outlining the reason for his decision to work 

for PUM. “Part of it is just the sense that i’m making a 

difference in the world. By the time you reach the age  

of retirement, you’ve obviously built up a fair deal of 

expertise in your field. i felt i should give other people the 

benefit of that knowledge.” He has ventured out into the 

world every year since, sometimes visiting more than one 

company at a time. Over the past few years, Laming has 

provided consultancy services in countries such as Peru, 

Poland, Cambodia, the Ukraine and guatemala.

Laming: “With a mainly Western client-base, KLOTS has 

to ensure a certain level of quality. That means dealing with 

seemingly straightforward issues such as moisture control 

in the factory and sales location. This needs to be optimal, 

or the wood will bend out of shape or tear.”

expert

KLOTS Furniture 

focuses mainly on 

Western expats, who 

generally take the 

furniture with them 

when they return 

home. The company 

consists of a produc-

tion facility and a sales 

location in another 

part of the city. The 

furniture manufactu-

rers produce furniture 

on call and are paid on 

a piecework basis. The 

teak wood is mainly 

from demolition works 

in East and Central 

Java. in addition to 

production methods, 

Laming also provided 

the indonesians with 

advice on effective 

management, quality 

control and marketing. 

The expansion of their 

market area is one 

aspect that still 

requires special 

attention.

Where work  
and passion 
meet

His expert knowledge has taken  
Peter Laming around the world

Peter Laming has been active for PUM since 1996. In  
November of 2006, the expert completed his eighteenth 
project, a deployment that allowed him to apply the full 
spectrum of his knowledge as a wood expert. During one of 
his last projects, Laming provided consultancy services to the 
KLOTS Furniture factory in Jakarta, Indonesia.

The production routing also left some room  

for improvement. as it turned out, the furniture 

was finished and assembled at two separate 

locations. This increases the risk of damage and  

is inefficient in terms of costs. Laming: “additional 

space was created in the facility where the 

furniture is finished. in order to give their exports 

an extra push, we also set in motion a procedure 

with the CBi (Centre for the Promotion of imports 

from Developing Countries, ed)”.

Laming believes his recommendations have 

proved useful. “in terms of the assignment’s content, 

it was an interesting project at a wonderful, stimu-

lating company. it was good to see that they have 

really moved on from the tempo doeloe - the work 

ethic common during the colonial period - and are 

just keen to grow and make money.”

Lots of work

Peter Laming was 

looking for a useful and 

enjoyable way of sharing 

his expertise after he 

retired. 1514



MTK was established 35 years ago under the planned economy, in order to supply 

the region surrounding Lugansk with fresh dairy products. These included milk for 

normal consumption, kefir, sour cream, cottage cheese and yoghurt. The factory 

came to an almost complete standstill in the wake of the 1991 independence.

fill up holes in the floor that proved to be a breeding 

ground for bacteria”, explains Denisov.

On the recommendation of the PUM expert, the 

company also looked into buying some good second-

hand equipment that could help improve the quality and 

storage life of the milk: the bactofuge, a machine that 

keeps any spores from entering the milk, increasing 

storage life by three to five days. The homogeniser  

(a machine designed to distribute the fat evenly through-

out the milk) and the separator (which removes the fat 

from the milk) also helped improve the product’s quality.

MKT’s managing director and owner visited Dutch 

machinery maker Van den Heuvel in 2005, purchasing 

around 150,000 euros worth of second-hand equip-

ment. “Partly due to our contacts with PUM and Van den 

Heuvel, we have now succeeded in establishing a good, 

stable basis for our company. The quality of the 

products has improved greatly. Our next priority will be 

to invest in a new line of packaging and a renovation of 

the building”.

Further information on the 

Business Link Programme 

can be found on page 7 and 

the website www.pum.nl/

clients/activities

 “after 1991, we went through a very difficult, chaotic 

period”, explains Oleg Denisov, managing director of 

MTK. “We were completely unprepared for the transition 

to a market economy. The company wasn’t equipped to 

meet the new quality standards and couldn’t compete 

with the twenty other providers in the region. in 

addition, our equipment was seriously outdated.” 

The company sought to invest in new, advanced 

equipment, partly to allow for the development of  

new products. according to Denisov, this could only be 

realised as part of a step-by-step process. “We simply don’t 

have the funds to get to grips with all our problems at the 

same time. in addition, we need to start by focusing on 

achieving a stable level of quality for our farm milk.”

“Every day, between 250 and 300 small-scale dairy 

farmers bring their milk to ten collection centres. about 

95 percent of our farmer’s milk comes from farmers with 

two to three milk cows. These farmers have a hard time 

supplying a consistently high quality. With the way 

Contacts with the netherlands 
spark new life into  
Ukrainian dairy company 

A ‘homogeniser’, a ‘bactofuge’ and a ‘separator’. Ukrainian 
dairy company MTK recently purchased these machines from 
Dutch dairy equipment manufacturers Van den Heuvel. With 
these investments in place, the quality of dairy produce is set 
to increase significantly. The business link came about as the 
result of two advisory visits to the company by PUM expert 
Gert van Jaarsveld, in 2005 and 2006. 

farms work, we are also faced with great fluctuations in 

terms of our winter and summer supply”, explains 

Denisov.

In mid-2005, MTK called in PUM in an effort to help 

improve the quality of the farm milk and increase the 

factory’s production capacity. Dutch PUM expert gert van 

Jaarsveld, who has a wealth of work experience as a former 

employee of dairy giant Campina, visited the factory in late 

august of 2005. Working in conjunction with manage-

ment, van Jaarsveld made an in-depth analysis of the 

company’s approach and drew up a phased plan.

One essential element was improving the quality of 

the raw milk. “The milk contained too many bacteria 

and was not cooled immediately upon arrival at the 

factory, which resulted in an even greater growth of 

bacteria. Hygiene conditions also left some room for 

improvement: we had to repair the pipes through 

which the milk was transported, introduce the use of 

special clothing, clean equipment, clean the floor and 

The Ukraine is a country the size of France. it has 

around 47 million inhabitants, 25 percent of which 

live in its rural areas. Dairy continues to play an 

important role in Ukraine. in 2006, the country’s milk 

production totalled around 14 billion kilos. Dairy 

products make up around 17.4 percent of the 

agricultural sector’s overall turnover. Meat products 

come in second at 12.9 percent, with blood products 

at 6.1 percent. 

Mainly agricultural

applicant
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The 250 local representatives are the ‘field staff’ of PUM. 
Thanks to their contacts in the local business community 
they can identify potential customers of PUM and inform 
them about what the organisation can do for them.

name Asim Qadri

Function Represen-

tative

Country Pakistan

These contacts are what 

the local representatives 

have in common, other 

than that it is a highly 

diverse group of men 

and women. Some work 

at the netherlands 

embassy, there are some 

Dutch expats, but also 

many local entrepre-

neurs such as asim Qadri 

from Lahore, Pakistan 

and Hedwig Kowsoleea 

from Cochabamba, 

Bolivia.

Asim Qadri knows 

PUM in practice. as 

director of a metalwor-

king company, he has 

made the acquaintance 

of several experts. 

Good guidance 
is the key to success

When PUM, after a 

short interruption, 

resumed activities in 

Pakistan in 2004, Qadri 

was prepared to 

become local represen-

tative.

Thorough preparation 

is characteristic to his 

way of working. 

Companies and other 

(sector) organisations 

that he has convinced to 

seek advice from a PUM 

expert, receive several 

briefings in advance. He 

helps them to fill in the 

application form. Qadri 

urges them to define the 

problem as specifically as 

possible.

That same experien-

ce is shared by 

Kowsoleea: “But that is 

not all. Once the 

application has been 

accepted by PUM and 

an expert has been 

linked to the project, i 

again meet with the 

applicant and stimulate 

contact between the 

applicant and the 

expert before his 

departure from the 

netherlands. This can 

help lay an early 

foundation for mutual 

trust. also, the parties 

have an opportunity to 

discuss the problem at 

hand and the expert 

gets an idea of what 

books or tools he 

should bring with him”. 

according to them, 

good supervision is the 

key to a good project.

experts
expertise

name Hedwig 

Kowsoleea

Function Represen-

tative

Country Bolivia

Project regulations

Finding an expert
in five steps
The globally active PUM organisation has representa-

tives in eighty countries. These representatives advise 

potential applicants in filling out the digital applica-

tion form, and maintain contact with the head office 

and the expert prior to, during and after completion of 

the consultancy project.

Actual applications for expert advice must be 

conducted via the PUM website, www.pum.nl. The PUM 

representative in the applicant’s region will monitor the 

application, even if the company fills out the applica-

tion independently. The application form consists of 

five steps, in which the applicant specifies the nature of 

the desired advice as well as providing a description of 

their company. in general, PUM will be able to indicate 

whether an expert is available within two weeks.

Companies interested in taking part can contact the PUM 

representative(s) in their country. You will find their names 

and addresses on the website www.pum.nl/countries.

Why is PUM 
almost free?
Is PUM really almost free? Isn’t there some hidden 

catch? For many people, especially entrepreneurs 

in foreign countries, free never really means entirely 

free. With PUM, though, this is exactly how it works. 

The applicant pays for the local costs, and nothing 

more. In applying the wealth of knowledge and 

expertise offered by the Dutch experts, PUM seeks 

to contribute to a better distribution of wealth. This 

is why our organisation receives subsidies from the 

Dutch government.

in order to qualify for 

PUM assistance, 

applications must meet 

a number of basic 

criteria. in assessing a 

request for advice, PUM 

will initially offset the 

costs of a deployment 

against the expected 

results; first and 

foremost, a project must 

be viable. 

Further criteria:
• The company must be 

run by local owners and 

(seek to) operate accor-

ding to market principles. 

• Subsidiaries of multina-

tionals are not eligible. 

• The company’s workforce 

must be between 10 and 

1000 employees.

• The deployment of PUM 

experts is intended for 

companies that cannot 

(yet) afford commer-

cial external consul-

tants. Once this is the 

case, PUM will have 

succeeded in its 

mission.

• Finally, the company 

must be willing to 

invest in the PUM 

expert’s local accom-

modation costs, such 

as housing, local trans-

port and cost of living. 
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“The method of PUM is 

pragmatic and realistic 

and is based on 

knowledge of the 

Moroccan context,” says 

ambassador El Mhamdi. 

“it is an approach that i 

feel is very suitable for 

our economy.”  The 

ambassador is highly 

interested in PUM and 

invited the country 

coordinator and the 

project officer for 

Morocco to have 

lunch with him.

Moroccan ambassador:
PUM is pragmatic and realistic

“The target group is 

small and medium-sized 

enterprise, traditionally 

the most important 

actor in the Moroccan 

economy. Recent deve-

lopment in Morocco is 

being driven more and 

more by large compa-

nies, however. i think we 

should look at measures 

aimed at also involving 

the smaller companies.”

 “Heavy industry, 

including chemicals and 

phosphate production, 

are very important  

to the Moroccan  

economy. Light 

industry is currently 

undergoing a transi-

tion from traditional 

to modern. Businesses 

serving the auto indu-

stry, such as assembly 

work and the suppliers 

of tyres and interiors, 

are a good example. 

The clothing and food 

industries are also very 

promising.”

Moroccan ambassador in the Netherlands, Ali El Mhamdi, 
is an avid supporter of the PUM method. He experiences 
the advice given by the involuntary experts of PUM as a 
useful contribution to the development of bilateral 
economic development.



For almost 30 years now, PUM has been playing 
an important role in the world of development  
cooperation. it deploys senior experts in africa,  
asia, the Middle East, Latin america and Central 
Europe. Each year, the Dutch PUM experts give help  
to over 2,200 companies in the small & medium-sized 
enterprise sector. These experts are drawn from a 
database of 4,000 Dutch entrepreneurs, managers  
and specialists who are keen to share their expertise.

They work on the basis of the extensive know-how 
and experience that they have accumulated during 
their long careers. They are independent and offer 
their services voluntarily. Since its establishment, PUM 
has grown into Europe’s largest ‘temp agency’ for the 
placement of professional senior experts in developing 
countries.

PUM receives requests from every conceivable 
sector of the business community, ranging from gene-
ral management, financial management, iT and pro-
duction, to highly specific technical problems. in fact, 
there is practically no sector or market not covered by 
the in-house expertise of PUM. PUM experts advise 
companies active in construction, the textile and 
clothing industry, metal & woodworking, chemicals, 
agriculture, tourism and the environment.

The primary financiers of PUM are the Dutch 
government, the netherlands employers’ organisation 
VnO-nCW and the European Union. 

Office address
Bezuidenhoutseweg 12
2594 aV The Hague
The netherlands

Postal address
P.O. box 93078
2509 aB The Hague
The netherlands

t +31 (0)70 349 05 55
f +31 (0)70 349 05 90
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